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Abstract
A testing scenario in the sense of De Nicola and Hennessy is developed to measure
the worst case eciency of asynchronous systems using dense time and it is shown that
one can equivalently use discrete time The resulting testing preorder is characterized
with some kind of refusal traces Furthermore the testing preorder is rened to a
precongruence for standard operators known from process algebras Beside the usual
complications with the choice operator it turns out that even the prex operation
requires a renement Finally the testing preorder is compared to those gained from
similar approaches
  Introduction
In the testing approach of DNH reactive systems are compared by embedding them 
with a parallel composition operator k  in arbitrary test environments One variant of
testing 	must
testing considers the worst
case behaviour a system N performs successfully
in an environment O if every run of N k O reaches success which is signalled by a special
action   If some system N
 
performs successfully whenever a second system N

does
then N
 
is called an implementation of the specication N

 of course an implementation
may be successful in more environments than specied This approach only takes into
account the functionality of systems ie which actions can be performed To take also into
account the eciency of systems we can add a time bound D to our tests and require that
every run reaches success within time D Voga In this eciency testing approach an
implementation cannot only be successful in more environments than the specication it
can also be successful faster ie the implementation 	or testing preorder can serve as a
faster
than relation
To apply eciency testing we have to measure the duration of a run This is no problem
if the parallel system N k O is synchronous ie if all components perform their actions
 
This work was supported by the DFG project Halbordnungstesten

according to a common global time scale this case is treated in Voga In asynchronous
systems the components work with indeterminate relative speeds Usually this is interpreted
as components may idle unnecessarily or actions may take more time than necessary under
this interpretation the worst
case behaviour is to idle until time D is up and thus no test
at all is satised
Nevertheless based on Vogb JV develops a scenario of eciency testing for asyn

chronous systems and studies the corresponding faster
than relation This scenario is based
on a dierent interpretation of asynchronous systems it is assumed that the components are
guaranteed to perform each enabled action within one unit of time thus a component does
not idle or take a lot of time with its current action instead all other components may work
very fast in comparison Under this interpretation the relative speeds of the components
are still arbitrary ie we really get a theory for asynchronous systems this idea goes back
to at least LF
The basic variant of JV assumes one unit of dense time for activation
 and occurrence

time together this approach seems appealing since it treats places 	activation and transi

tions 	occurrence of a net on an equal footing a disadvantage is the technically complicated
characterization of the resulting testing preorder
In the present approach an action may start some time after activation and it may end some
time later provided the start occurs within one unit of time after activation and the end
occurs within another unit of time after the start note that again places and transitions of
a net are treated on an equal footing Based on this behaviour satisfaction of an eciency
test and the corresponding testing preorder are dened which shares all the nice properties
of the approach in JV
Our rst main result shows that analogously to the approach of JV we can replace the
modelling with dense time by an equivalent model using discrete time this makes the testing
approach much easier to work with and in particular it gives us a nite state space for a
nite asynchronous system
As a second main result we give a characterization for the testing preorder with some kind
of refusal traces This characterization is less involved than the one developed for the basic
approach of JV A view taken in JV is again useful here a refusal set consists of
actions that are treated correctly in some way
For the modular construction of and the compositional reasoning about systems operators
known from process algebras are introduced in our Petri net framework Whereas parallel
composition of nets is already essential for the testing scenario we also consider prex choice
restriction hiding and relabelling It will turn out as a third main result that the testing
preorder has to be rened to get a precongruence for all these operators Quite interestingly
even for the prex operation a renement is necessary and although we consider a preorder
the condition on stability concerning the choice operator is not only an implication but an
equivalence
To demonstrate that the precongruence is really a sensible faster
than relation three con

structions of a system N
 
from a system N  introduced in Vogb  are considered where
it is intuitively clear that N and N
 
should be functionally equivalent but that N should be
faster As a fourth main result we show that this is indeed the case in the present approach

Finally the present approach is compared with the three variants developed in JV It
turns out that in the present approach two systems are equivalent which should be equivalent
intuitevely and are not in the basic approach of JV
In this paper we use 	labelled safe Petri nets to model concurrent systems some basic Petri
net notions are dened in Section  Asynchronous behaviour with upper time bounds based
on dense time is introduced in Section  and transformed to a discrete behaviour which gives
rise to the same testing preorder Section  gives the characterization which in particular
implies decidability of the testing preorder In Section  the testing preorder is rened to a
precongruence for the above mentioned operators and in Section  the three constructions
of slower systems are discussed Section  contains the comparison of the present approach
with the one of JV Finally related literature is discussed in the conclusion in Section 
 Basic Notions
In this section a very brief introduction to Petri nets is given For further information the
reader is referred to eg Pet Rei We will deal with safe Petri nets 	placetransition

nets whose transitions are labelled with actions from some innite alphabet 
 
or with
the empty word  These actions are left uninterpreted the labelling only indicates that
two transitions with the same label from 
 
represent the same action occurring in dierent
internal situations while 
labelled transitions represent internal unobservable actions 
 
contains a special action   which we will need in our tests to indicate success and we put
  
 
 f g
Thus a labelled Petri net N  	S TW lM
N
 	or just a net for short consists of nite
disjoint sets S of places and T of transitions the weight function W  ST T S  f g
the labelling l  T  
 
fg and the initial marking M
N
 S  f g When we introduce
a net N or N
 
 then we assume that implicitly this introduces its components S T  W    
or S
 
 T
 
    etc If W 	x y   then 	x y is called an arc for each x  S  T  the preset
of x is

x  fy j W 	yx  g and the postset of x is x

 fy j W 	x y  g
 A multiset over a set X is a function   X  N

 We identify x  X with the multiset
that is  for x and  everywhere else A subset Y of X is identied with the multiset
that is  for y  Y and  everywhere else For multisets multiplication with scalars
from N

and addition is dened elementwise
 A marking is a multiset over S a step is a multiset over T  A step  is enabled
under a marking M  denoted by M i if
P
tT
	t 

t  M  The step is maximal if
additionally whenever M 
 
i and   
 
	transition
wise then   
 

If M i and M
 
 M 
P
t 
	t  t


P
t 
	t 

t then we denote this by M iM
 
and say that  can occur or  re under M yielding the follower marking M
 
 Since
transitions are special steps this also denes M ti and M tiM
 
for t  T 
 This denition of enabling and occurrence can be extended to sequences as usual a
sequence w of steps is enabled under a marking M  denoted by M wi and yields the
follower marking M
 
when occurring denoted by M wiM
 
 if w   and M  M
 
or
w  w
 
 M w
 
iM
  
and M
  
iM
 
for some marking M
  
 If w is enabled under the

initial marking then it is called a step sequence or  in case that w  T

 a  ring
sequence
We can extend the labelling of a net to steps by l	 
P
tTlt 
	t  l	t where the empty
sum equals the empty word Then we can extend the labelling also to sequences of steps
or transitions as usual ie homomorphically note that internal actions are automatically
deleted in the labelling of a sequence Next we lift the enabledness and ring denitions to
the level of actions
 A sequence v of multisets over 
 
is enabled under a marking M  denoted by M vii if
there is some w with M wi and l	w  v If M  M
N
 then v is called a step trace if
w  T

 then v is called a trace We call two nets step equivalent if they have the same
step traces We call two nets language equivalent if they have the same traces
 For a marking M the set Mi of markings reachable from M is dened as fM
 
j 	w 
T

 M wiM
 
g A marking is called reachable if it is reachable from M
N
 The net is
safe if M	s   for all places s and reachable markings M 
 Two not necessarily distinct transitions t
 
and t

are concurrently enabled under some
marking M if M t
 
 t

i A transition t is selfconcurrent if M ti for some reachable
marking M  An action a  
 
is autoconcurrent if M aii for some reachable marking
M 
General assumption  All nets considered in this paper are safe and without isolated
transitions This implies that all nets in this paper are free of self
concurrency but it does
not exclude autoconcurrency
For each set A of transitions or actions A

and A

denote disjoint copies of A whose
elements are called transition or action parts and denoted a

resp a

 a  A a

will stand
for the start of the transition or action a which only empties the corresponding preset while
a

indicates the end of the transition or action a producing the tokens of the corresponding
postset We let A

 A

 A

 The labelling function l is extended to transition parts by
l	t

  l	t

and l	t

  l	t

if l	t 
  and l	t

  l	t

   if l	t   Note that we
use A

to denote  as usual  the set of all sequences over A
Finally we introduce parallel composition k
A
with synchronization inspired from TCSP If
we combine nets N
 
and N

with k
A
 then they run in parallel and have to synchronize
on actions from A To construct the composed net we have to combine each a
labelled
transition t
 
of N
 
with each a
labelled transition t

from N

if a  A
In the denition of parallel composition  is used as a dummy element which is formally
combined eg with those transitions that do not have their label in the synchronization set
A 	We assume that  is not a transition or a place of any net
Denition  parallel composition of nets
Let N
 
 N

be nets A  
 
 Then the parallel composition N  N
 
k
A
N

with synchro
nization over A is dened by

S  S
 
 fg  fg  S

T  f	t
 
 t

 j t
 
 T
 
 t

 T

 l
 
	t
 
  l

	t

  Ag
f	t
 
  j t
 
 T
 
 l
 
	t
 
  Ag
f	 t

 j t

 T

 l

	t

  Ag
W 		s
 
 s

 	t
 
 t

 
 




W
 
	s
 
 t
 
 if s
 
 S
 
 t
 
 T
 
W

	s

 t

 if s

 S

 t

 T

 otherwise
W 		t
 
 t

 	s
 
 s

 
 




W
 
	t
 
 s
 
 if s
 
 S
 
 t
 
 T
 
W

	t

 s

 if s

 S

 t

 T

 otherwise
l		t
 
 t

 

l
 
	t
 
 if t
 
 T
 
l

	t

 if t

 T

M
N
 M
N
 

M
N

 ie M
N
		s
 
 s

 

M
N
 
	s
 
 if s
 
 S
 
M
N

	s

 if s

 S


Parallel composition is an important operator for the modular construction of nets In
the present paper the main purpose of this operator is to combine a net N with a test
net Designing suitable test nets O and looking at the behaviour of N k

O we can get
information on the behaviour of N  The net O may also be regarded as an observer of N 
For the general approach of testing see DNH
 Timed Behaviour of Asynchronous Systems
The rst denition of this section describes the asynchronous behaviour of a parallel system
Hence we assume that the components of the system vary in speed  but we also assume that
they are guaranteed to start each enabled action within at most one unit of time and end
this action within another unit of time this upper time bound allows the relative speeds of
the components to vary arbitrarily since we have no lower time bound Thus the behaviour
we dene is truly asynchronous
Technically speaking we require that each enabled transition starts ring within time  
unless it is disabled within this time  and ends ring within time  after its start For
this purpose we keep track of the remaining time an enabled or ring transition has using a
function  	t is initialized to  when t gets enabled and when t starts Since we distinguish
starts and ends of transition rings we also have a set C of currently ring transitions As
dense time domain we choose the reals hence we will speak of 
continuous ring where
 indicates the two time units of activation resp ring time R

is the set of positive real
numbers This approach is very similar to that of JV
When dealing with functions 	especially those from transitions to real numbers we denote
a constant function by this constant possibly indexed by the functions domain

Denition  continuous instantaneous description  continuous ring
A continuous instantaneous description CID of a net is a quadrupel 	MAC  consisting
of a marking M of N  two sets A  T and C  T of activated and currently  ring
transitions and a function   AC    describing the residual activation resp  ring
time of an activated resp current transition The initial CID is CID
N
 	M
N
 A
N
  
N

with A
N
 ft jM
N
tig and 
N
 
A
N

We write 	MAC i
c

	M
 
 A
 
 C
 
 
 
 if one of the following cases applies
   t

 t  A M
 
 M 

t A
 
 ft
 
jM
 
t
 
ig C
 
 C  ftg 
 
 j
A
 
C
 
ftg

   t

 t  C M
 
M  t

 A
 
 ft
 
jM
 
t
 
ig C
 
 C ftg 
 
 j
AC
 

 
A
 
A

   	r r  R

 r  min 	A  C M
 
M A
 
 A C
 
 C 
 
  r
The set CFS	N  fw jCID
N
wi
c

CIDg is the set of c rable continuous  ring se
quences of N  the set CL	N  fl	w jw  CFS	Ng is the continuous language of
N containing the continuous traces of N  We let l preserve time steps ie l		r  	r

Part  of this ring rule ensures that every transition that is enabled for one unit of time
starts ring within that unit and ends ring within another unit of time but according to 
and  it may also act faster Note that due to the lack of self
concurrency we have AC  
for all reachable CIDs
Denition  action sequence  transition sequence  duration
For every w in CL	N resp CFS	N 	w is the sequence of 	plussed or minussed
action resp transition parts in w and 		w is the duration ie the sum of time steps in
w 
To see whether a system N performs successfully in a testing environment O we have to
check that in each run of Nk

O the success action   is performed at some given time R at
the latest To be sure that we have seen everything that occurs up to time R we only look
at runs w with 		w 
 R
Denition  continuously timed test
A net is testable if none of its transitions is labelled with   A continuously timed test
is a pair 	OR where O is a net 	the test net and R  R


	the real time bound A
testable net N csatis es a continuously timed test 	OR 	N must
c

	OR if each
w  CL	Nk

O with 		w 
 R contains some  

 For testable nets N
 
and N

 we
call N
 
a continuously faster implementation of N

 N
 
w
c

N

 if N
 
c
satises all
continuously timed tests that N

satises
N
 
w
c

N

 	 	OR  N

must
c

	OR N
 
must
c

	OR 

Considering the timed testing approach our aim is now to characterize the slowest ring
sequences for these sequences will decide the success of a timed test 	OR We will draw

the convenient conclusion that we can restrict attention to the discrete sublanguage of the
continuous language ie those v  CL that contain only discrete time steps of one unit
Denition  discrete language  discretely timed tests
The discrete language DL	N of a net N is a subset of CL	N dened as
DL	N  fv  CL	N j for all time steps 	r in v r  g
DL	N is also generated by the suitably dened d rable discrete  ring sequences
DFS	N Analogously to Denition  we dene discretely timed testing a discretely
timed test is a pair 	OD where O is a net and D  N

 A testable net N dsatis es
such a test 	OD N must
d

	OD if each v  DL	Nk

O with 		v 
 D contains
some  

 and dene
N
 
w
d

N

 	 	OD  N

must
d

	OD  N
 
must
d

	OD 

We now show that for every w  CFS we can nd a v  DFS that has the same action
sequence but is discrete in its time steps and slower The sequence v is constructed from
w by letting one time unit pass in v whenever the cumulated time in w exceeds the next
natural number
Lemma 
For a net N there is for each w  CFS	N a v  DFS	N with 	v  	w and
		v  		w
Proof We will construct for each w  CFS	N a v  DFS	N with 	v  	w and
		v  		w furthermore we will show that for CID
w
and CID
v
reached after w and
v we have 
v
 		v  		w  
w
 Note that as a consequence of 	v  	w CID
v
and CID
w
coincide in their M 
 C
 and A
component The proof is by induction on jwj
where for w   we can choose v   Hence assume that for w  CFS	N we have
constructed v  DFS	N as required and consider w
 
 w  CFS	N We denote the
CIDs reached after w
 
and the corresponding v
 
by CID
w
 
and CID
v
 

If   T

then v
 
 v  DFS	N with 	v
 
  	v  	w  	w
 
 and 		v
 
 
		v  		v  		w  		w  		w
 
 The residual times 
w
 
and 
v
 
coincide with 
w
and 
v
or for the newly activated transitions resp the started transition are both equal
 and   		v
 
 		w
 
    		v 		w  
Now let   	r If r  		v  		w we choose v
 
 v obviously 	v
 
  	v
 
 and
		v
 
  		v  r		w  		w
 
 Furthermore 
v
 
		v
 
		w
 
  
v
		v		wr 

w
 r  
w
 
 If on the other hand r 
 		v  		w we choose v
 
 v	 Since

v
 		v 		w  
w
 r 
 		v 		w we have 
v

  and 
v
  by v  DFS	N
thus the time step 	 is enabled after v and v
 
 v	  DFS	N with 	v
 
  	w
 

Furthermore 		v
 
  		v    		w  r  		w
 
 and 
v
 
 		v
 
  		w
 
  		v   
		w  r  
v
 		v 		w  r  
w
 r  
w
 
 
Before comparing discrete and continuous testing we note that additionally we can require
a 
discrete ring sequence to start with a time step

Lemma 
For each v  DFS	N there is a v
 
 DFS	N that starts with a 	
time
step and
satises 	v
 
  	v and 		v
 
  		v
Proof Let v  v
 
	v

	v

 where v
 
and v

contain no time
step the treatment of this case
also shows how a v with no or only one time
step can be treated Let CID
N
v
 
	v

i
c

CID
 
	i
c

CID


Obviously CID
N
	i
c

 Since the CIDs encountered along v
 
	v

coincide with those
along 	v
 
v

in their M 
 A
 and C
parts we get furthermore CID
N
	v
 
v

i
c

CID
 
 
by
Denition   and 
Assume that 
 
 
	t   for some t  A
 
 
 C
 
 
 A
 
 C
 
 The 
value of such a t must
have been decreased by the initial 	
step ie t was initially enabled and neither started
nor disabled during v
 
v

 but this implies 
 
	t   and since CID
 
	i
c

 such a t does
not exist Thus we get CID
 
 
	i
c

CID
 

 where CID

and CID
 

coincide in their M 
 A

and C
parts and 
 

   

 ie CID

 CID
 

 Hence we can choose v
 
 	v
 
v

	v



Theorem 	
The relations w
c

and w
d

coincide
Proof For testable nets N
 
and N

we show N
 
w
c

N

 N
 
w
d

N


 Assume a test 	OD with N
 

must
d

	OD Since DL	N
 
k

O  CL	N
 
k

O
we have N
 

must
c
	OD and by hypothesis N


must
c

	OD Let 		w 
 D for a
w  CL	N

k

O that contains no  

 Using Lemma  from w we construct a v 
DL	N

k

O with 		v  		w 
 D that contains no  

either and conclude N


must
d

	OD
 Assume a test 	OR with N
 

must
c

	OR Then there is a w  CL	N
 
k

O
with 		w 
 R that contains no  

 Using Lemma  we can nd a v  DL	N
 
k

O
with 		v 
 D  bRc that contains no  

 ie N
 

must
d

	OD From N
 
w
d

N

we
conclude N


must
d

	OD ie there is a v
 
 DL	N

k

O with 		v
 
  D   
 R that
contains no  

 This v
 
causes N


must
c

	OR 
The construction of a DL
sequence from a CL
sequence has made it very obvious that
several events can occur at the same moment ie without any time passing inbetween In
particular a long sequence of events where one event causes the next could occur in zero

time This could be regarded as unrealistic by some readers In contrast we could require
that between any two events a positive amount of time has to pass Before we continue our
normalization of the 
continuous language we demonstrate that this  non
zero requirement
does not change the testing preorder
Denition 
 nonzero continuous ring sequences
A w  CFS	N is a nz rable nonzero continuous  ring sequence 	w  NZCFS	N
and l	w  NZCL	N if in w transition parts from T

and time steps 	r alternate A
testable net N nzsatis es a continuously timed test 	OR 	N must
nz

	OR if each
w  NZCL	Nk

O with 		w 
 R contains some  

 For testable nets N
 
and N

we

dene
N
 
w
nz

N

 	 	OR  N

must
nz

	OR  N
 
must
nz

	OR 


 

t
 
t

t

t
	
 
Figure 
To show the coincidence of w
c

and w
nz

 one could try to prove an analogue to Lemma 
unfortunately this is not possible 	cf Figure  consider a 
continuous ring sequence
	t

 
t

 
t


	 where t

has to start at time  to disable transition t
	
 When we try to satisfy
the non
zero requirement without changing the transition sequence t

 
has to occur before
time  in order to start t


in time But now t

has to start before time  hence we cannot
nd a suitable sequence of duration  But the following slightly weaker lemma suces
Lemma 
Let w  CFS	N with 		w 
  and  
  Then there exists some w
 
 NZCFS	N
with 	w
 
  	w and 		w 		w
 
  
Proof We may assume    By Lemma  and Lemma  we can assume that in w
only 	 occurs as time step and that w starts with 	 We proceed by induction on
jwj showing at the same time that for CID and CID
 
reached after w and w
 
we have
  
 
   		w  		w
 
 and 
 

  Note that as a consequence of 	w
 
  	w CID
and CID
 
coincide in their M 
 C
 and A
component
The base case is w  	 choose w
 
 	 


  NZCFS	N Obviously 	w
 
  	w
and 		w  		w
 
 


  furthermore    and 
 



 hence 
 

  and   
 




   		w  		w
 

Assume we have constructed w and w
 
with  and 
 
as required and w  CFS	N If
  	 we have    ie 
 

   		w 		w
 
 we choose  
   		w 		w
 

less than the minimal value of 
 
 Thus 	 is an allowable time step after w
 
 ie
w
 
	  NZCFS	N with 	w
 
	  	w	 Furthermore 		w			w
 
	  		w
		w
 
   by the lower bound on  Finally for the residual times 
 
after w	 and

 
 
after w
 
	 we have 
 
 
 
 
  
  and 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    		w	  		w
 
	
If  is a transition part we choose  
  less than the minimal values of 
 
and 
 
  
  		w  		w
 
 Then w
 
	  NZCFS	N with 	w
 
	  	w and 		w 
		w
 
	  		w  		w
 
    		w  		w
 
   Finally for the residual times 
 
after w and 
 
 
after w
 
	 we have that 
 
 
has value  
  for the newly activated
transitions resp newly started transition or the same value as 
 
  
  and that 
 
 
 
 
has value      		w 		w
 
	 or the value of  	
 
   		w 		w
 

by choice of  and   		w  		w
 
    		w  		w
 
	 

Theorem 
The relations w
c

and w
nz

coincide
Proof For testable nets N
 
and N

we show N
 
w
c

N

 N
 
w
nz

N


 Assume a test 	OR with N
 

must
nz

	OR From NZCL	N
 
k

OCL	N
 
k

O
we conclude N
 

must
c

	OR and by hypothesis N


must
c

	OR For a w  CL	N

k

O
with 		w 
 R that contains no  

let   		w  R Using Lemma  we nd a
w
 
 NZCL	N

k

O with 	w
 
  	w and 		w
 
 
 		w  
 R that contains no  

either and we conclude N


must
nz

	OR
 Assume a test 	OR with N
 

must
c

	OR As above Lemma  yields N
 

must
nz

	OR and by hypothesis N


must
nz

	OR Again from NZCL	N

k

O  CL	N

k

O
we conclude N


must
c

	OR 
Our aim is now to normalize the 
discrete language DL to a simpler language L Starting
from L it will be easier to nd a characterization for the testing preorder w
c

 We will write
the time steps 	 as  and assume using Lemma  that all sequences start with a  the
initial  is left implicit ie it will actually be omitted The behaviour inbetween two s is
called a round
On the level of 
discrete ring sequences we have three dierent kinds of ring events within
a round Firstly there are transitions that re in zero
time indicated by a t

and  within
the same round  the next corresponding t

 In the simple language we are going to dene
these events will simply be expressed by t in place of the t

 omitting the t

 for starting and
ending of the transition occur at the same time Secondly there are transitions that start
but will only end in the next round indicated by a t

not followed by the corresponding t

in the same round We adopt these t

in the simple language Thirdly there are transitions
that have started one round before and are ending in the present round indicated by a t

not preceded by the corresponding t

in the present round In the simple language we omit
these t

 for this event is completely described by the corresponding t

one round before and
the following  We impose an ordering between the dierent types of events within a round
ie all t will occur before the t

 The sequence of the t

corresponds to a step of transitions
that are ring during the following  so our ring rule in fact allows a step  followed by 
and we can omit the set C of current transitions in the instantaneous description To have a
linear notation we will write a step  as a sequence of t

 Finally we can resign the residual
time function  as it has only values in f g we replace it by a set U of urgent transitions
containing those transitions with 	t  
Denition  instantaneous description
An instantaneous description ID of a net is a tuple 	MU consisting of a marking M
of N and a set U of urgent transitions The initial ID ist ID
N
 	M
N
 U
N
 with U
N

ft jM
N
tig
We write 	MUi

	M
 
 U
 
 if one of the following cases applies
   t  T M tiM
 
 U
 
 U n 	

t

      T M iM
 
 U n 	



  U
 
 ft j 	M 

tig

In case  the step  will often be written as the sequence of its plussed elements 	More
precisely as one of these sequences Especially it can be the empty set yielding an empty
sequence
The set FS	N  fw j ID
N
wi

IDg is the set of  rable  ring sequences of N  the
set L	N  fl	w jw  FS	Ng is the language of N containing the traces of N  As
in Denition  we let l preserve time steps ie l	   and l	  M	
 
 is a 	nite
multiset of actions from 
 
 We extend 		w to elements of FS and L in the obvious
way ie 		w is the number of s in w
The behaviour inbetween two 
 
s is called a round In a round of the form t
 
t

    the
t
i
start and end in this round while the transitions in  start in the present round and
end in the next
A testable net N satis es a discretely timed test 	OD N must

	OD if each w 
L	Nk

O with 		w  D contains some   and dene
N
 
w

N

 	 	OD  N

must

	OD  N
 
must

	OD 

The initial set U
N
contains all initially activated transitions as we assume an 	invisible
	
time
step at the beginning of the sequence When dening satisfaction of a test we
consider sequences w with 		w  D because due to the invisible 	
time
step these are
the sequences with 		w 
 D from the DL
point of view The condition U n 	



 
ensures that all remaining urgent transitions are started or deactivated by the step Time
passes during the step ie between the start and the end of the step therefore transitions
that are enabled after the start ie under M 

 are urgent after the end
Theorem 
The relations w
c

and w

coincide
Proof By Theorem  we have to show that w
d

and w

coincide Since these relations
are based on the same tests it suces to show that a testable net N must
d

	OD i it
must

	OD For this in turn it suces to show that for a net N and D  N

 there
exists some w  DFS	N with 		w 
 D not containing the start of an  
transition i
there exists some v  FS	N with 		v  D not containing an  
transition We may
assume that w ends with 	 and v with  since further transition parts or transitions do
not make w or v last longer by Lemma  we may further assume that w starts with
	
We observe some possible transformations for w if a round of w has the form w
 
t

w

with   T

and  
 t

 we can replace it by w
 
t

w

getting a d
ring sequence that
reaches the same CID after this round and in the end similarly we can change t

 to
t

for   T

with  
 t

 Hence we may assume that each round of d has the form
w

i
w
i
w

i
 where w

i
consists of transition ends w
i
has the form t

 
t

 
t


t


   t

n
t

n
 and w

i
consists of transition starts
Let w  	w

 
w
 
w

 
	    w

n
w
n
w

n
	  DFS	N be of this form then the transi

tions in w

i
must end ring in the next round ie w

i
consists of the same transi

tions as w

i 
for i       n   and we have w

 
  For w we construct v 

v 

 
    v
n

n
 as follows v
i
is w
i
with each pair t

j
t

j
replaced by t
j
 
i
consists of the
transitions listed in w

i
 Vice versa from v  v
 

 
    v
n

n
  FS	N we construct
w  	w

 
w
 
w

 
	    w

n
w
n
w

n
	 by w
i
is v
i
with each t
j
replaced by t

j
t

j
 w

i
and w

i 
list the transitions in 
i
as starts as ends resp Since 		w  n 
 D i 		v  n  D
it remains to show that for these constructions w is d
rable i v is 
rable
For this proof we use the notation given by
CID
N
	w

 
i
c

CID
 
w
 
i
c

CID
 
 
w

 
i
c

CID
  
 
	w


i
c

CID

  CID
 
n
w

n
i
c

CID
  
n
	i
c

and
ID
N
 ID
 
v
 
i

ID
 
 

 
i

ID

   ID
 
n

n
i


Obviously the M 
parts are transformed in the same way by w and v ie the M 
parts
of CID
i
and ID
i
coincide 	and are both denoted M
i
by our convention anyway and also
the M 
parts of CID
 
i
and ID
 
i
	denoted M
 
i
 Additionally to the rability of w and v
we show by induction that C
i
  and U
i
consists of those t  A
i
with 
i
	t   while

i
	t   for t  A
i
 U
i
 This is true for i   so we now assume it for i
Enabledness of w
i
and v
i
only depends on M
i
 so one is enabled if the other is obviously
C
 
i
  since C
i
  Firing v
i
 a transition t is removed from U
i
if it is red or disabled
hence either t  A
 
i
or t is enabled again with 
value  Hence U
 
i
 ft  A
 
i
j 
 
i
	t  g
Now CID
 
i
w

i
i
c

CID
  
i
	i
c

i the transitions in w

i
form the enabled step 
i
such that no
transition in A
  
i
 A
 
i
has 
  
i

value  i M
 
i

i
i

and U
 
i
n 	


i


  	since A
  
i
 A
 
i
n 	


i


and 
  
i
j
A
  
i
 
 
i
j
A
  
i
 i ID
 
i

i
i

 By the form of w it is obvious that CID
 
i
w

i
	w

i 
i
c

i CID
 
i
w

i
	i
c

for i  n
It remains to relate CID
i 
and ID
i 
for i  n As remarked the M 
parts coincide and
by the form of w we have C
i 
  All transitions in A
  
i
 ft j 	M
 
i



i
tig  U
i 
have 
  
i

value  hence 
i 

value  all transitions in A
i 
 A
  
i
are newly activated by
w

i 
 hence they have 
i 

value  Thus we are done 
 Characterization of the Testing Preorder
Our aim is now to characterize the testing
preorder w

 In the classical case DNH this
is done by the failure semantics which contains pairs 	wX where w is an executable action
sequence and X is a set of actions that can be refused by the system in the state reached
after w Sometimes the characterization also needs this refusal information in intermediate
states occurring during execution of the sequence yielding a refusal trace semantics Phi
To understand our characterization of w

 an unusual view of failure semantics proposed in
JV seems again appropriate if 	wX is a failure pair w is a partial run of the system
ie the system is 	possibly stopped prematurely but the actions in X are treated correctly
when the system is stopped since they are not possible at this stage What we need to
characterize w

is a kind of refusal trace semantics which gives information on correctly
treated actions
Instead of the  we use a set X of correctly treated actions to indicate a time
step The set
X contains actions that are not urgent when the time
step occurs ie are treated properly
concerning the condition U n 	



  Internal actions always have to be treated properly

Denition  refusal ring sequences
For instantaneous descriptions 	MU and 	M
 
 U
 
 we write 	MUi
r

	M
 
 U
 
 if one of
the following cases applies
   t  T M tiM
 
 U
 
 U n 	

t

   X   T X  
 
 M iM
 
 U
 
 ft j 	M 

tig
t  U n 	



 l	t  X  fg
The initial ID is ID
N
 	M
N
 U
N
 with U
N
 ft jM
N
tig The corresponding se

quences are called r rable refusal  ring sequences their set is denoted by RFS	N
RT	N  fl	w jw  RFS	Ng is the set of refusal traces where l	X  l	X
If IDwi
r

ID
 
 we write IDl	wii
r

ID
 
 To have a linear notation  will be written as a
sequence of its plussed elements This carries over to the level of 
refusal traces 
It is not hard to see that the RT
semantics is more detailed than the L
semantics
Proposition 
For nets N
 
and N

 RT	N
 
  RT	N

 implies L	N
 
  L	N


Proof To obtain L	N from RT	N take those sequences in which all parts X satisfy
X  
 
by replacing 
 
by  
Now we want to show that the RT
semantics induces a congruence for parallel composition
for this we dene k
A
for 
refusal traces When composing u and v to w actions from A are
merged while others are interleaved Steps must coincide on the synchronized actions from
A while actions from 
 
nA are added up A combined transition 	t
 
 t

 of some N
 
k
A
N

is
enabled if t
 
is enabled in N
 
and t

is enabled in N

 hence 	t
 
 t

 is urgent only if t
 
and t

are urgent In w actions from A are treated correctly concerning the condition U n 	



 
if they are treated correctly in u or v while the others have to be treated correctly in both
u and v
Denition  shue of traces wrt A
Let u v  	
 
 	M	
 
  P	
 


 A  
 
 Then u k
A
v is the set of all w  	
 

	M	
 
  P	
 


such that for some n u  u
 
   u
n
 v  v
 
   v
n
 w  w
 
   w
n
and
for i       n one of the following cases applies
 u
i
 v
i
 w
i
 A
 u
i
 w
i
 	
 
A and v
i
 
 v
i
 w
i
 	
 
A and u
i
 
 u
i
 v
i
 w
i
 	M	
 
P	
 
 u
i
 p
 
X
 
 v
i
 p

X

 w
i
 pX
a  A  p
 
	a  p

	a  p	a a  	
 
A  p	a  p
 
	a  p

	a
X  		X
 
X

 A  	X
 
X



Note that any refusal trace can formally be enriched by inserting 
 
s at any place ie there
is no need for underlying 
labelled transitions

Denition  ACombination of IDs
Let N
 
 N

be nets A  
 
 and N  	N
 
k
A
N

 Let ID ID
 
 ID

be reachable
instantaneous descriptions of N  N
 
 N

 respectively Then ID  	MU is the A
combination of ID
 
 	M
 
 U
 
 and ID

 	M

 U

 if
M		s
 
   M
 
	s
 
 for s
 
 S
 
M		 s

  M

	s

 for s

 S

U  		U
 
 fg  	U
 
 U

  	fg  U

  T

The reason for the last equation is again that a synchronized transition is urgent i both its
components are urgent The following technical lemma is essential for the proof that we have
dened k
A
appropriately for refusal traces Here proj
i
denotes the projection onto the i
th
component we assume that proj
 
	 t

 and proj

	t
 
  are undened for all t
 
 t

and that
in this case statements like proj
i
	t  U
i
are false as they violate an implicit denedness
For a set  proj
i
	 is the set of all dened proj
i
	t with t  
Lemma 
Let N
 
 N

be nets A  
 
 and N  	N
 
k
A
N

 Let ID
 
 	M
 
 U
 
 ID

 	M

 U

 and
ID  	MU be reachable discrete instantaneous descriptions of N
 
 N

 N  respectively
such that ID is the A
combination of ID
 
and ID


 If IDi
r

in N according to Denition   or  then there are 
 
 

such that
ID
 

 
i
r

in N
 
 ID



i
r

in N

and one of the following cases applies
	a   	t
 
 t

 
 
 t
 
 

 t

 l
 
	t
 
  l

	t

  A
	b   	t
 
  
 
 t
 
 

  l
 
	t
 
  A
	c Analogously for   	 t


	d   X 
 
 
 
X
 
 

 

X



 
 proj
 
	 

 proj

	
X  		X
 
X

  A  	X
 
X


 Let ID
 

 
i
r

and ID



i
r

according to Denition   or 
	a If 
 
 t
 
 

 t

 l
 
	t
 
  l

	t

  A then IDi
r

with   	t
 
 t


	b If 
 
 t
 
 

  l
 
	t
 
  A then IDi
r

with   	t
 
 
	c Analoguosly for 

 t

 l

	t

  A
	d If 
 
 
 
X
 
and 

 

X

 then IDi
r

for all   X with
  T proj
 
	  
 
 proj

	  

 both injective
X  		X
 
X

  A  	X
 
X


Furthermore in both cases if for these  
 
 

we have that IDi
r

ID
 
 ID
 

 
i
r

ID
 
 

ID



i
r

ID
 

 then ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 


Proof  Cases 	a
	c are straightforward but technically expensive Eg for 	a we
get with Denition  M 	t
 
 t

iM
 
implies M
 
t
 
iM
 
 
and M

t

iM
 

with M
 

M
 
 
 fg  fg M
 

and
U
 
 U n 	

	t
 
 t



 U n 		

t
 
 fg

 	fg 

t



 
U n 			

t
 


 fg  		

t
 


 T

  	T
 
 	

t



  	fg  	

t



 

		U
 
fg n 		

t
 


fg  	U
 
U

 n 			

t
 


T

 	T
 
 	

t



  	fgU

 n
	fg  	

t



  T 
		U
 
n 	

t
 


 fg  		U
 
 U

 n 		

t
 


 T

  	U
 
 U

 n 	T
 
 	

t



  fg 
	U

n 	

t



  T 
		U
 
n	

t
 


fg 		U
 
n	

t
 


U

 U
 
	U

n	

t



 fg	U

n	

t



 T 
		U
 
n 	

t
 


fg  	U
 
n 	

t
 


	U

n 	

t



  fg	U

n 	

t



  T 
		U
 
 
 fg  	U
 
 
 U
 

  	fg  U
 

  T
such that ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 


In case 	d for   X we have that the corresponding steps proj
i
	 can be
started under the ordinary ring rule in the N
i
 as

proj
i
	  proj
i
	

 furthermore
proj
i
	

 proj
i
	

 holds
Assume 	t
 
 U
 
n 	


 


 l
 
	t
 
   As  is not synchronized we have 	t
 
   U
and

t
 



 
  yields

t
 
 fg 


 
 fg 

	t
 
  

   so t  	t
 
  
U n 	



 l	t   which is a contradiction to Denition  the same argument
holds for t

 U n 	





 We choose X
 
X

maximal ie X
i
 
 
 l	U
i
n 	


i



i    Thus 
 
and 

can occur
We now show the required inclusion for X Firstly let a  X For a  A assume
a  		X
 
X

A ie a  X
 
and a  X

 i   	t
i
 l
i
	t
i
  a  t
i
 U
i
 t
i

	


i


 By Denition  and Denition  we conclude that there is a t  	t
 
 t


in N with l	t  a t  U and t  	



 as

t 

  		

t
 
 fg  	fg 

t

 
		


 
fg 	fg



  		

t
 
fg 	


 
fg 		fg

t

 	fg



 
		

t
 



 
  fg  	fg  	

t





  	  fg  	fg     We get the
contradiction a  X Now assume a  
 
A and a  	X
 
X

 Without loss of
generality let a  X
 
 Then 	t
 
 l
 
	t
 
  a  t
 
 U
 
 t
 
 	


 


 By a similar
argument as above we get 	t  	t
 
   T  l	t  a  t  U  t  	



 Again
we have the contradiction a  X
A transition t is in U
 
i it is enabled by M 

 ie one of the following cases
applies
	a t  	t
 
   T and t
 
is enabled by M
 



 
 ie t
 
 U
 
 

	b Analogously for t  	 t


	c t  	t
 
 t

  T and t
 
is enabled by M
 



 
and t

is enabled by M






ie t
 
 U
 
 
and t

 U
 


We conclude that ID
 
is again the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 


 Cases 	a
	c are similar to those in  In case 	d assume there is a   T with
proj
 
	  
 
 proj

	  

and both projections are injective Then  is enabled
by ID in N  as

  proj
 
	

  fg  fg  proj

	

 

proj
 
	  fg  fg 

proj

	 


 
 fg  fg 



and 
 
 

are enabled in N
 
 N

respectively
suppose we omit the injectivity eg 	t
 
 t

 and 	t
 
 t
 

 are elements of  then 
cannot be enabled as the nets are safe and t
 
is not enabled twice in N
 

Finally we have to check the correcteness of X Let a  	X
 
X

  A and assume
a  X were not possible Then 	t  	t
 
 t

  U 

t 

    l	t  a But then
we have t
 
 U
 


t
 



 
   l
 
	t
 
  a  t

 U



t





   l

	t

  a
so a  X
 
and a  X

 a contradiction Let a  X
 
X

 a  A and assume a  X
is not allowed Then 	t  	t
 
   U 

t 

    l	t  a or 	t  	 t

  U 

t 

    l	t  a But then we also have 	t
 
 U
 


t
 



 
   l
 
	t
 
  a
or 	t

 U



t





   l

	t

  a ie a  X
 
or a  X

 again a contradiction
X may occur in N 
By similar arguments as in  we conclude that ID
 
is again the A
combination of
ID
 
 
and ID
 



We are now ready to state the congruence result of RT
semantics
Theorem 
For nets N
 
and N

and A  
 
we have
RT	N
 
k
A
N

 

fu
 
k
A
u

j u
 
 RT	N
 
 u

 RT	N

g
Proof Let N  N
 
k
A
N



Let u  RT	N Then there is a w  RFS	N with l	w  u We perform induction
on the length of w and show that if ID
N
wi
r

ID then there are w
 
 RFS	N
 
 and w


RFS	N

 such that u  l	w  	l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w
 
 and if ID
N
 
w
 
i
r

ID
 
and ID
N

w

i
r

ID

then ID is the A
combination of ID
 
and ID


For w   we choose w
 
 w

  such that l	w  	l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w

 and ID  ID
N
is
the A
combination of ID
 
 ID
N
 
and ID

 ID
N


Let w
 
 w and IDi
r

ID
 
 where ID is reached after w  Then one of the following cases
applies
   t  	t
 
 t

 l	t  a  A So u
 
 ua and by Lemma 	a there are

 
 t
 
and 

 t

with l
 
	t
 
  l

	t

  a  A ID
 

 
i
r

ID
 
 
 ID



i
r

ID
 

and
ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 

 We get l
 
	w
 
 
  l
 
	w
 
t
 
  l
 
	w
 
a and
l

	w
 

  l

	w

t

  l

	w

a and by Denition  from u  	l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w

 we
conclude u
 
 ua  	l
 
	w
 
ak
A
l

	w
 
a  	l
 
	w
 
 
k
A
l

	w
 


   t  	t
 
  l	t  a  A So u
 
 ua and by Lemma 	b there are

 
 t
 
and 

  with l
 
	t
 
  a  A ID
 

 
i
r

ID
 
 
 ID

i
r

ID
 

 ID

and ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 

 We get l
 
	w
 
 
  l
 
	w
 
t
 
  l
 
	w
 
a and
l

	w
 

  l

	w

 and by Denition  from u  	l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w

 we conclude
u
 
 ua  	l
 
	w
 
ak
A
l

	w

  	l
 
	w
 
 
k
A
l

	w
 


 Analogously for   	 t

 with Denition  and Lemma 	c
   X so u
 
 ul	X and by Lemma 	d there are 
 
 
 
X
 
and 

 

X

with ID
 

 
i
r

ID
 
 
 ID



i
r

ID
 

such that ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 


From 
 
 proj
 
	 and 

 proj

	 we conclude a  A  l
 
	
 
	a  l

	

	a 
l		a and a  
 
 A  l		a  l
 
	
 
	a  l

	

	a Finally we have X 
		X
 
 X

  A  	X
 
 X

 By Denition  from u  	l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w

 we
conclude u
 
 ul	X  	l
 
	w
 
l
 
	
 
X
 
k
A
	l

	w

l

	

X

  	l
 
	w
 
 
k
A
l

	w
 



We show that for all w
 
 w

with ID
N
 
w
 
i
r

ID
 
and ID
N

w

i
r

ID

 for all u l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w



there is a w  RFS	N with l	w  u and if ID
N
wi
r

ID then ID is the A
combination
of ID
 
and ID

 We perform induction on the sum of lengths of w
 
and w


For jw
 
j  jw

j   we have l
 
	w
 
  l

	w

   so l
 
	w
 
k
A
l

	w

  fg and u   has
the underlying ring sequence w    RFS	N We also have that ID  ID
N
is the
A
combination of ID
 
 ID
N
 
and ID

 ID
N

 Now we distinguish several cases
 w
 
 w
 
 
t
 
with l
 
	t
 
   Then l
 
	w
 
  l
 
	w
 
 
 and for u  l
 
	w
 
 
k
A
l

	w


by induction hypothesis there is a w in RFS	N with l	w  u As  is not
synchronized we have that 	t
 
   T can re i t
 
can re in N
 
and conclude
that if ID
N
w
 
i
r

ID	t
 
 i
r
ID
 
and ID
N
 
w
 
 
i
r

ID
 
t
 
i
r

ID
 
 
and ID
N

w

i
r

ID

 ID
 

then by Lemma 	b ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 


 Analogouosly for w

 w
 

t

with l

	t

  
 Not  or  but u  u
 
a and a  A Then by Denition  w
 
 w
 
 
t
 
and
w

 w
 

t

with l
 
	t
 
  l

	t

  a and ID
 
t
 
i
r

ID
 
 
and ID

t

i
r

ID
 

 By Lemma
	a there is t  	t
 
 t

  T such that IDti
r

ID
 
and ID
 
is the A
combination
of ID
 
 
and ID
 

 ie as we have a w
 
 RFS	N with l	w
 
  u
 
we now get a
w  w
 
t  RFS	N such that l	w  u
 
a
 Not  or  but u  u
 
a and a  A Then by Denition  and  we must have
w
 
 w
 
 
t
 
with l
 
	t
 
  a or w

 w
 

t

with l

	t

  a Now by Lemma 	b
and 	c we have t  	t
 
  resp t  	 t

 such that IDti
r

ID
 
and ID
 
is the A

combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 

 ie w  w
 
	t
 
  resp w  w
 
	 t

 w  RFS	N
and l	w  u
 
a
 Not  or  but u  u
 
pX Then by Denition  we must have w
 
 w
 
 

 
X
 
and w

 w
 



X

 We construct  as follows For all t
 
 
 
 if l
 
	t
 
  
 
 A
then we put 	t
 
  in  The same applies analogously for all t

 

 For all
a  A combine each a
labelled transition t
 
 
 
with an a
labelled transition
t

 

 Let all these combined transitions 	t
 
 t

 be elements of  By Denition
 and this construction we have l
 
	
 
j
A
 l

	

j
A
 l	j
A
and l	j

 
A

l
 
	
 
j

 
A
 l

	

j

 
A
 ie proj
 
	  
 
 proj

	  

 both injective and
l	  p Finally we have X  		X
 
 X

  A  	X
 
 X

 So by Lemma
	d IDXi
r

ID
 
and ID
 
is the A
combination of ID
 
 
and ID
 

 ie w  w
 
X
w  RFS	N and l	w  u
 
pX

With this result we are now able to characterize the testing
preorder
Theorem 	
Let N
 
and N

be testable nets Then N
 
w

N

if and only if RT	N
 
  RT	N


Proof
if Let 	OD be a timed test Then RT	N
 
  RT	N

 implies L	N
 
k

O 
L	N

k

O by Theorem  and Proposition  Thus if N
 
fails the test due to some
w  L	N
 
k

O then so does N


only if In this proof upper indices are used eg a

 
is an item with two indices

in the following and not the string a
 
a
 
 We assume N
 
w

N

and take some w 
a
 
 
   a
 
n
 
b
 
 
   b
 
m
 
X
 
   a
L
 
   a
L
n
L
b
L
 
   b
L
m
L
X
L
 RT	N
 
 where L m
i
 n
i
 N

 	All
discrete refusal traces of N
 
can be extended to end with a set hence it is enough to
consider traces of this form We may assume that X
j
 l
 
	T
 
  l

	T

 ie X
j
is nite
	j       L since RT	N is closed under addition and removal of actions that do not
appear in N at all to resp from the X
sets We construct a test 	OD that a net fails
if and only if it has w as discrete refusal trace Then N
 
fails 	OD hence N

does and
we are done We dene O as follows See Figure  for the case w  ab

fxgd
S
O
 fs
j
i
j j       L  i    g  fs
L
 
g
fs
j
ai
j j       L i       n
j
 g
fs
j
rx
j j       L x  X
j
g
fs
j
bi 
 s
j
bi
j j       L i      m
j
g
T
O
 ft
j
i
j j       L   i    g  ft
L
 
g
ft
j
ai
j j       L i       n
j
g
ft
j
rx
j j       L x  X
j
g
ft
j
bi
 t
j
bi 
 t
j
bi
j j       L i      m
j
g
O has arcs for the following pairs
	s
j

 t
j

 j       L 
	t
j

 s
j 

 j       L
	t
j

 s
j 
 
 j       L 
	t
j

 s
j

 j       L 
	s
j
 
 t
j
 
 j       L 
	s
j

 t
j

 j       L 
	s
j
 
 t
j

 j       L 
	t
j

 s
j
a 
 j       L 
	s
j
ai
 t
j
ai
 j       L i       n
j

	t
j
ai
 s
j
ai 
 j       L i       n
j

	s
j
an
j
 
 t
j

 j       L
	t
j

 s
j 
rx
 j       L  x  X
j

	s
j
rx
 t
j
rx
 j       L x  X
j

	s
j
rx
 t
j 

 j       L x  X
j

	t
j

 s
j 
bi 
 j       L  i      m
j

	s
j
bi 
 t
j
bi
 j       L i      m
j

	s
j
bi 
 t
j
bi 
 j       L i      m
j

	t
j
bi
 s
j
bi
 j       L i      m
j

	s
j
bi
 t
j
bi
 j       L i      m
j

	s
j
bi
 t
j

 j       L  i      m
j

Initially the places s
 

 s
 
 
and s
 
rx
with x  X
 
and s
 
bi 
with i      m
 
are marked
The labelling is as follows
l
O
	t
j

  l
O
	t
j

   j       L 
l
O
	t
j
 
    j       L 

lO
	t
j
ai
  a
j
i
 j       L i       n
j

l
O
	t
j
rx
  x j       L x  X
j

l
O
	t
j
bi
  b
j
i
 j       L i      m
j

l
O
	t
j
bi 
  l
O
	t
j
bi
    j       L i      m
j

s
 
b 
 
 
 
 
s
 

s
 

s
 
 
s
 
b  
s


s

 
s


s


t
 

t
 
 
t
 

t


t

 
t
 
b 
t
 
b  
t
 
b 
t
 
a 
t
 
rx
s
 
rx
 
s
	
 
t
	
 
t

a 
s

a
 
s

 
s


t


t

 
t


t


s
 
a





d
xa
b






s

a 
s
 
a 
Figure  test net O
The subnet consisting of the s
j
i
 t
j
i
with i     for j       L and s
L
 
 t
L
 
acts
as a clock It ends with an  
transition 	t
L
 
 and in order to fail the test the clock
must proceed as slow as possible but still respect the ring discipline ie it must work
with a xed speed N
 
will fail the test for D  L   ie L   rounds with L   s
occur not counting the inital implicit  in the following called 
th 
We now describe how such a failing trace must look like First consider the sequence of
the s
j

 t
j

with j       L nished by s
L
 
 t
L
 
 Before the 	L
th  occurs t
L
 
must not be urgent ie t
L 

must end ring after the L
th  Inductively t
j

must end
ring after the 	j
th  ie in the j
th round t
 

is initially activated and urgent after

the 
th  ie in the rst round The same applies for t
 
 
 and in order to fail the test t
 
 
must be deactivated by the start of t
 

before the rst  ie in the rst round Therefore
t
 

must end in the rst round thereby activating t


and t

 
 which become urgent in the
second round Inductively t
j

must end ring and t
j

must start ring before the j
th 
ie in the j
th round Altogether t
j

must re instantaneously in the j
th round and t
j

must start ring in the j
th round for j       L 
The t
j
ai
are sequenced inbetween the end of t
j

and the start of t
j

 and by the above
argument they all must re in zero time in the j
th round
The t
j
bi 
are activated concurrently by the end of t
j 

which occurs one round before
Hence in the j
th round the t
j
bi 
are urgent and the t
j
bi
must start ring in the j
th round
at the latest in order to deactivate the t
j
bi 
 The ends of the t
j
bi
activate the t
j
bi
which are
urgent one round later but will only be deactivated by t
j

 So the t
j
bi
must end ring
not before round j  Thus the t
j
bi
must start in the j
th round and must end in round
j   For j  L the t
L
bi
will not be deactivated the t
L
bi
must end ring in round L  
and in this case the t
L
bi
can be avoided in the rst L   rounds As the t
j
bi
are urgent
in the test net in round j they must be synchronized with non
urgent partners in the
tested net We conclude that the tested net must be able to perform the b
j
i
in round j
The t
j
rx
are also activated concurrently by the end of t
j 

and are urgent in round j On
the other hand the tokens on the s
j
rx
are needed for the ring start of t
j 

one round
later so if there are synchronization partners for the t
j
rx
in the tested net they must not
be urgent when the time step occurs ie the tested net must be able to perform a time
step X
j
with x  X
j

We conclude that N
 
can fail the test by performing w so N

must be able to fail the
test we see that the test can only be failed by performing w and conclude w  RT	N



Corollary 

The RT
semantics is fully abstract wrt L and parallel composition of nets ie it
gives the coarsest congruence for parallel composition that respects L
equivalence w

is a precongruence for parallel composition
Proof follows from Proposition  Theorem  and Theorem  Theorem  and Propo

sition  show that RT
equivalence is a congruence that respects L
equivalence If
RT	N
 
 
 RT	N

 then the proof of Theorem  exhibits a test net O such that
L	N
 
k

O 
 L	N

k

O 	If N
 
or N

contain the special action   then its r!ole in O
must be played by some other action a not occuring in N
 
or N

 consider L	N
i
k

 
fag
O
in this case 
Theorem  essentially reduces w

to an inclusion of regular languages the only small
problem is that the refusal sets X can be arbitrarily large but when comparing N
 
and N

it is obviously sucient to draw these sets from the nite set l
 
	T
 
  l

	T

 Thus w

is
in particular decidable which is not obvious from the start where we have an innite 	even
uncountable state space according to Denition 

In the literature similar results exist that reduce an innite state space arising from the
use of dense time to a nite one starting with AD but as far as I know they are not
applicable to our setting
 Testbased Precongruences for Prex and Choice
In this section operators for the modular construction of systems known from process alge

bras are introduced in our Petri net framework Whereas parallel composition was already
treated in Section  we now also consider prex choice relabelling hiding and restriction
Denition  prex
Let N be a net For a  
 
 fg the apre x aN of N is obtained by removing all
tokens adding a new marked place s and a new a
labelled transition t with

t  fsg and
t

 M
N
 
Quite surprisingly the testing preorder w

is not a precongruence for prex as the example
in Figure  shows
a
N
 
N

t
 
t

t

t
	
t
a
t
 
a
t
b
t

t
 
t

t
	
t
a
t
 
a
t
  
a
t
b
b



a a
b

  
a a
Figure 
We rst argue that RT	N
 
  RT	N

 ie in particular N
 
w

N

 In both nets t
 
a
is
initially urgent but can be deactivated by t

t

such that a can be refused at the rst time
step As t
 
is initially urgent too it has to be red or deactivated by ring of t

 If t
 
were
red t
 
a
could never be deactivated and a could never be refused Firing of t

has enabled t
a
in both nets which is urgent after the rst time step and cannot be deactivated such that a
cannot be refused any longer In N

 t
  
a
can be activated before the rst time step by ring
t
	
instantaneously but it is urgent not before the rst time step such that a can indeed be
refused at the rst time step in N

 but not longer We conclude RT	N
 
  RT	N

 and
N
 
w

N

 Now we compare cN
 
and cN

 where in both nets t
c
may be the additional
c
labelled transition We have l
 
	t
c
t
	
t
b
t

t

  cb  RT	cN
 
 n RT	cN

 since t
a
is
not urgent before the rst time step and occurrence of b in cN

before the rst time step

implies enabledness of t
  
a
before and urgency of t
  
a
after the rst time step such that a cannot
be refused at the second time step in cN

 We conclude cN
 

w

cN


After some thought one could assume that the initial time step might be the reason for
this behaviour since if we start from the initial ID 	M
N
  the nets in Figure  are not
refusal
trace
equivalent We now show that this is indeed the case in general
Denition 
For a net N let RFS

	N be the set of all 
refusal ring sequences of N generated by
Denition  where the initial ID is ID

N
 	M
N
  Dene RT

	N  fl	w jw 
RFS

	Ng and for testable nets N
 
and N

 N
 



N

 RT

	N
 
  RT

	N



Theorem 
For nets N
 
and N

 RT

	N
 
  RT

	N

 implies RT	N
 
  RT	N

 ie N
 



N

implies N
 
w

N


Proof To obtain RT	N from RT

	N take those sequences u from RT

	N that start
with a  and remove this  Obviously all sequences of RT	N are gained since
ID

N
ii
r

ID
N
 We have to treat the case that the underlying 
refusal ring sequence w
does not start with  ie u  l	w and w starts  where  is a sequence of internal
transitions and  is a set of internal transitions We only look at the general case w 
vXw
  
 RFS

	N where v is a sequence and  is a set of transitions
Analogously to the proof of Lemma  we show that if ID

N
vi
r

ID
 
Xi
r

ID

then
ID

N
i
r

ID
N
vi
r

ID
 
 
Xi
r

ID
 

 where  is an arbitrary sequentialisation of  and ID
 


ID

 hence w
 
 vXw
  
 RFS	N l	w
 
  l	w  u and l	w
 
  RT	N
Obviously ID

N
i
r

ID
N
by Denition  part  As M
N
enables v we also have
ID
N
vi
r

ID
 
 
 and we have M
 
 
 M
 
by Denition  part  and 
Assume there exists a t  U
 
 
n 	



with l	t  X fg This t must have become urgent
after the initial time step ie t was initially enabled and neither red nor disabled during
v but this implies t  U
 
n	



too and since ID
 
Xi
r

 such a t does not exist Thus
we get ID
 
 
Xi
r

ID
 

withM
 

 M

and U
 

 ft j 	M
 
 




tig  ft j 	M
 




tig  U


ie ID
 

 ID

 
Before we show that 


is indeed a precongruence for prex we remark that 


is also a
precongruence for for parallel composition
Theorem 
RT


equivalence is a congruence and 


is a precongruence for parallel composition of
nets
Proof Analogously to the proof of Theorem  where we did not need to consider the
inital time
step of RT
semantics 
Theorem 
RT


equivalence is a congruence and 


is a precongruence for prex

Proof Let N be a net and a  
 
 Then RT

	aN is the set of all prexes of elements
from
fX
 
  X
n
jn  N

 X
 
  X

  X
n
  fagg  fa a

X jX  g  RT

	N
where  is concatenation of languages and RT

	N is the set of all prexes of elements
from
fX
 
  X
n
jn  f  g X
 
  X
n
 g  RT

	N
Initially in aN only the additional a
labelled transition is activated ie a u  RT

	aN
may start with an arbitrary number of time steps where at the rst time step all actions
and at the following time steps all actions except a may be refused Finally the a may
occur either instantaneously or in the form a

X where by X again all actions may be
refused In both cases ID

N
is reached from where all refusal traces from RT

	N are
possible
Initially in N only the additional 
labelled transition is activated ie a u  RT

	N
may start with a time step at which all actions may be refused Now the additional

labelled transition must occur either instantaneously or during another time step at
which again all actions may be refused In both cases ID

N
is reached from where all
refusal traces from RT

	N are possible 
Corollary 



is fully abstract wrt prex and w


Proof By and Theorem  Theorem  we have to show that 


is the coarsest precon

gruence for prex that respects w

 ie aN
 
w

aN

 N
 



N

for some a  
 
 Now
aN
 
w

aN

implies RT	aN
 
  RT	aN

 and RT	aN is the set of all prexes of
elements from
fX
 
  X
n
jn  N

 X
 
  X
n
   fagg  fa a

X jX  g  RT

	N
Take u  RT

	N
 
 then au  RT	aN
 
  RT	aN

 from the form of the elements
of RT	aN

 we see that u  RT

	N

 ie RT

	N
 
  RT

	N

 and N
 



N



We now come to the denition of a choice operator for nets As already argued in GV
we have to perform a root
unwinding before composing two nets
Denition 	 rootunwinding
Let N be a net then the rootunwinding
"
N of N is dened as follows Let S
c
 fs 
S jM
N
	s   

s 
 g  S be the set of initially marked places with nonempty preset
and let S
 
c
 fs
 
j s  S
c
g be a copy of this set Dene
"
S  S  S
 
c
and M


N
 M
N
j
SS
c


S
c
 
S
 
c
and
"
T  ft
R
j   R  S
c


tg such that

t
R
 	

t  R  fs
 
 S
 
c
j s  Rg
t

R
 t

and
"
l	t
R
  l	t 
We expect a net N and its root
unwinding
"
N to be RT


equivalent In order to prove this
it is helpful to use the following forward simulations

Denition 
 RT

forward simulation
For nets N
 
and N

 a relation S between some IDs of N
 
and some of N

is a RT



forward simulation from N
 
to N

if the following hold
 	ID

N
 
 ID

N

  S
 If 	ID
 
 ID

  S and ID
 
ti
r

ID
 
 
or ID
 
Xi
r

ID
 
 
 then for some ID
 

with 	ID
 
 
 ID
 

 
S we have ID

l
 
	tii
r

ID
 

or ID

l
 
	Xii
r

ID
 

 Observe that these moves from ID

to ID
 

may involve sequences of internal transitions

The following theorem is straightforward compare eg LV for a similar result and a
survey on the use of simulations
Theorem 
If there exists a RT


simulation from N
 
to N

 then RT

	N
 
  RT

	N

 ie N
 



N

 
Lemma 
Let N be a net and
"
N its root
unwinding Then
"
N is safe and RT

	
"
N   RT

	N
Proof Let ID  	MU and
"
ID  	
"
M
"
U  be reachable IDs of N 
"
N resp We let 	M
"
M  
M if s  S  S
c

"
M 	s  M	s and s  S
c

"
M 	s 
"
M 	s
 
  M	s For a given pair
	M
"
M   M we dene a bijection   T 
"
T by  	t  t
R
with R  fs  S
c


t j
"
M	s
 
 
g Obviously
"
l	 	t  l	t Finally we let 	ID
"
ID  B if 	M
"
M   M and  	U 
"
U 
We show that 	ID

N
 ID



N
  B and if 	ID
"
ID  B then
i if IDii
r

ID
 
then 	
"
ID
 

"
IDii
r

"
ID
 
 	ID
 

"
ID
 
  B and
ii if
"
IDii
r

"
ID
 
then 	ID
 
 IDii
r

ID
 
 	ID
 

"
ID
 
  B
ie B is a RT


simulation from N to
"
N and B
 
a RT


simulation from
"
N to N  	B is
a bisimulation between N and
"
N  The safety of
"
N follows from the totality of B
 
 the
safety of N and the denition of M
By denition we have s  S  S
c
 M


N
	s  M
N
	s and s  S
c
 M


N
	s   
M


N
	s
 
    M
N
	s hence 	M
N
M


N
  M and since U
N
  	U
N
    U


N
we have
	ID

N
 ID



N
  B
Now let 	ID
"
ID  B We rst show some properties
 M tiM
 
if and only if
"
M  	ti
"
M
 
and in this case 	M
 

"
M
 
  M
Let  	t  t
R
 then s 

t  	S  S
c
  s 

t
R
 	S  S
c
 and s 

t  S
c
 	s 
R  s 

t
R
 S
c
  	s  R  s
 


t
R
 S
 
c
 from this we can deduce M ti i
"
M  	ti
Let s  	S  S
c
 then s  M
 
 s  	M 

t  t

  s  	
"
M 

t
R
 t

R
  s 
"
M
 

since M	s 
"
M	s

t  	S  S
c
 

t
R
 	S  S
c
 and t

 t

R
 We have to show
s  S
c
 M	s 

t	s  t

	s 
"
M	s 

t
R
	s  t

R
	s 
"
M	s
 
 

t
R
	s
 
  t

R
	s
 

Since M	s 
"
M	s 
"
M	s
 
 t

	s  t

R
	s and t

R
	s
 
   this can be reduced to
s  S
c


t	s 

t
R
	s 

t
R
	s
 
 now s  	S
c
R 

t	s 

t
R
	s 

t
R
	s
 
   and
s  R 

t	s 

t
R
	s
 
   

t
R
	s   by denition of

t
R
 we conclude 	M
 

"
M
 
  M

 Assume
"
M t
R
i and
"
M t
R
 
i for some t and R 
 R
 
 then without loss of generality
there exists s  R
 
nR with
"
M 	s   since s 

t
R
and
"
M 	s
 
   since s 

t
R
 
 hence
"
M 	s 
"
M	s
 
 
 M	s   as N is safe a contradiction to 	M
"
M   M
 Properties  and  imply that t is enabled in N if and only if  	t  t
R
is enabled in
"
N  and if t
R
is enabled then there is no R
 

 R such that t
R
 
is enabled
 For transitions t t
 
 T we have

t 

t
 
  

 	t 

 	t
 
  
Let  	t  t
R
 rst let s  S  S
c
 then s 

t s 

t
R
 now let s  S
c
 If s
 

"
M then
s 

t s 

t
R
and s
 


t
R
 if s
 

"
M then s 

t s
 


t
R
and s 

t
R

 If M tiM
 
and
"
M  	ti
"
M
 
and U
 
 U n 	

t

and
"
U
 

"
U n 	

 	t

 then 
 
	U
 
 
"
U
 

Property  implies t
 
 U
 
 t
 
 U n 	

t

 t
 
 U 

t
 


t     	t
 
 
"
U 

 	t 

 	t
 
     	t
 
 
"
U n 	

 	t

  	t
 
 
"
U
 
 furthermore in this case t
 
is
enabled under M
 
and  	t
 
 is enabled under
"
M
 
 hence property  implies  	t
 
  
 
	t
 

 M iM
 
if and only if
"
M  	i
"
M
 
and in this case 	M
 

"
M
 
  M
follows by repeated application of property 
 If M iM
 
and
"
M  	i
"
M
 
and U
 
 ft j 	M 

tig and
"
U
 
 f
"
t j 	
"
M 

 	
"
tig
then 
 
	U
 
 
"
U
 

Properties  and  imply t  U
 
M ti 

t

   
"
M  	ti 

 	t

 	   
 	t 
"
U
 
 again t is enabled under M
 
and  	t is enabled under
"
M
 
 hence property 
implies  	t  
 
	t
 l	U n 	



 
"
l	
"
U n 	

 	


t  U n 	



  	t 
"
U n 	

 	

by repeated application of property  	noting that
 	t  
 
	t for the concerned transitionsand l	t 
"
l	 	t
Now let   a  
 
 fg Then IDii
r

ID
 
implies
"
IDii
r

"
ID
 
and 	ID
 

"
ID
 
  B by
Denition  and properties  and  and vice versa
If   pX then IDii
r

ID
 
implies
"
IDii
r

"
ID
 
and 	ID
 

"
ID
 
  B by Denition  and
properties   and  and vice versa 
As in GV we dene the choice between two nets as follows
Denition  choice
Let N
 
 N

be nets and
"
N
 

"
N

their root
unwindings then the choice sum N  N
 
N

of N
 
and N

is dened as follows
S  fs
 

"
S
 
jM


N
 
	s
 
  g  fs


"
S

jM


N

	s

  g
 f	s
 
 s

 
"
S
 

"
S

jM


N
 
	s
 
  M


N

	s

  g
T 
"
T
 

"
T


W 	s t 
 




"
W
 
	s
 
 t
 
 if s  s
 

"
S
 
or s  	s
 
 s

 t  t
 

"
T
 
"
W

	s

 t

 if s  s


"
S

or s  	s
 
 s

 t  t


"
T

 otherwise
W 	t s 
 




"
W
 
	t
 
 s
 
 if s  s
 

"
S
 
 t  t
 

"
T
 
"
W

	t

 s

 if s  s


"
S

 t  t


"
T

 otherwise
l	t 

"
l
 
	t
 
 if t  t
 

"
T
 
"
l

	t

 if t  t


"
T

M
N
	s 

 if s  	s
 
 s


 otherwise

Very often congruences for choice have to consider the 	initial stability of systems dened
as follows
Denition  stable
A net N is stable if no internal transition is initially enabled ie ft  T jM
N
ti  l	t 
g   For testable nets N
 
and N

 we write N
 


N

 if N
 



N

and N

stable
 N
 
stable 
An interesting point is that the condition on the stability is an equivalence although we
consider a preorder
Lemma 
If two nets N
 
and N

are stable then
RT

	N
 
N

  fX
 
  X
n
u  RT

	N
 
  RT

	N

 j
X
 
  X
n
 RT

	N
 
  RT

	N

 n  N

 udoes not start with a setg
If N
 
is not stable and N

is stable then
RT

	N
 
N

  RT

	N
 
  fu Xu  RT

	N

 judoes not start with a setg
If neither N
 
nor N

is stable then
RT

	N
 
N

  RT

	N
 
  RT

	N


Proof Let N  N
 
N


If N
 
and N

are stable then by Denition  and Denition  N is stable and initially
in N an arbitrary number of time steps X
 
  X
n
may occur at which all actions may
be refused that can be initially refused in both components N
 
and N

 Finally in N a
transition can re instantaneously or within a step and since N is stable this transition is
labelled with a visible action and by Denition  and Lemma  it makes a decision
either for a refusal trace of N
 
or a refusal trace of N


If N
 
is not stable and N

is stable then N is not stable By Denition  Denition 
and Lemma  N can perform any refusal trace of N
 
which may start with maximal
one time step 	at which all actions  escpecially those from N

 may be refused before
an initially activated 
transition of N
 
must occur and the decision for N
 
is made

Analogously N can perform any refusal trace of N

that starts with maximal one time
step after which a 	visible action from N

must occur in order to deactivate all transitions
from N
 
	especially the initially activated 
transitions and the decision for N

is made
If both N
 
and N

are not stable then N is not stable and after maximal one time step
one of the initially activated 
transitions of either N
 
or N

must occur and the decision
for N
 
resp N

is made such that N can perform all refusal traces from N
 
and N



Theorem 


is a precongruence for choice
Proof For testable nets N
 
 N
 
 
 N

 N
 

we assume N
 


N

 N
 
 


N
 

and show N
 

N
 
 


N

N
 

 We distinguish several cases
 N
 
stable and N
 
 
stable Then N
 
 N
 
 
stable and by assumption N

stable and
N
 

stable ie N

 N
 

stable Let u  RT

	N
 
 N
 
 
 by Lemma  be of the form
X
 
  X
n
u
 
 By assumption X
 
  X
n
 RT

	N
 
RT

	N
 
 
  RT

	N

RT

	N
 


and u  RT

	N
 
  RT

	N
 
 
  RT

	N

  RT

	N
 

 ie u  RT

	N

 N
 

 and
RT

	N
 
N
 
 
  RT

	N

N
 


 N
 
not stable and N
 
 
stable Then N
 
 N
 
 
not stable and by assumption N

not
stable and N
 

stable ie N

 N
 

not stable Now by Lemma  and by assump

tion RT

	N
 
N
 
 
  RT

	N
 
  fu Xu  RT

	N
 
 
 judoes not start with a setg 
RT

	N

  fu Xu  RT

	N
 

 judoes not start with a setg  RT

	N

N
 


 Analogously for N
 
stable and N
 
 
not stable
 N
 
not stable and N
 
 
not stable Then N
 
N
 
 
not stable and by assumption N

not
stable and N
 

not stable ie N

 N
 

not stable By Lemma  and by assumption
RT

	N
 
 N
 
 
  RT

	N
 
  RT

	N
 
 
  RT

	N

  RT

	N
 

  RT

	N

 N
 



The next Theorem states that we have rened


adequately to deal with the choice operator
in particular it justies the 
requirement for the stability
Theorem 


is fully abstract wrt choice and 



Proof By Denition  and Theorem  we have to show that for any N
 
 N

 	N 
N
 
 N 


N

 N  N
 


N

 For given N
 
 N

assume to the contrary ie
N  N
 
 N 


N

 N but N
 



N

 since N might be the empty net we have
N
 



N

 so the condition on the stability of N
 
and N

must be violated ie N
 
stable
and N

not stable or vice versa
In the following let N be the net that can only perform one single action x  
 
n	l
 
	N
 

l

	N

 ie N has one initially marked place with one arc to its only transition which is
labelled with x
First assume N
 
stable and N

not stable then x  RT

	N
 
NnRT

	N

N since
N
 
N may still be in its inital marking after two time steps wheras N

N must have

red at least one of the initially activated internal transitions of N

 thereby avoiding a
following x now RT

	N
 
N 
 RT

	N

N is a contradiction to N
 
N 


N

N 
Now assume N
 
not stable and N

stable then fxg  RT

	N
 
N n RT

	N

N
since N
 
 N may re one of the initially activated internal transitions of N
 
 thereby
deactivating x of N  such that x can be refused after the rst time step This is not
possible for N

N  since there are no internal transitions that can deactivate x Hence
x is urgent after the rst time step if no visible action has occurred yet again RT

	N
 

N 
 RT

	N

N is a contradiction to N
 
N 


N

N  
Corollary 


is a precongruence for parallel composition of nets and fully abstract wrt L
inclusion
parallel composition prex and choice
Proof Follows from Theorem  since the parallel composition of two nets is stable i
both nets are stable and Corollary  Theorem  Theorem  Corollary  and
Theorem  where we always made only the necessary renements 
Finally we consider three standard operators
Denition 	 relabelling  hiding  restriction
A relabelling function is a function f  
 
fg  
 
fg with f	   and f	
 
  
 

The relabelling N f  of N with relabelling function f is obtained from N by changing the
labelling from l to f  l Hiding a  
 
in N means changing all labels a to  it results
in Nna Restricting a  
 
in N means deleting all a
labelled transitions it results in
Na 
Theorem 



is a precongruence wrt hiding relabelling and restriction
Proof RT

	Nna can be constructed from those refusal traces in RT

	N where for all
steps X we have a  X this requirement is necessary to ensure that the new internal
actions in Nna are treated correctly Delete all a and a

in these traces and replace the
refusal sets by arbitrary subsets 	possibly not containing a For testable nets N
 
 N

assume N
 


N

 If both nets are not stable then they will both be not stable after
hiding So assume N
 
and N

to be stable If N
 
na is not stable then there must have
been an initially activated a
labelled transition in N
 
 ie a  RT

	N
 
  RT

	N


and since N

is stable too there must also have been an initially activated a
labelled
transition in N

 ie N

na is not stable too If on the other hand N

na is not stable
then there must have been an initially activated a
labelled transition in N

 ie since
N

is stable fag  RT

	N

  RT

	N
 
 so there must also have been an initially
activated a
labelled transition in stable N
 
 ie N
 
na is not stable too
For restriction of a consider those refusal traces that do not contain a or a

and add a
to some refusal sets 	  some including the cases  none and  all Restriction does not
aect the stability of a net

For relabelling it is enough to consider those functions that change some a to some b
and leave all other actions unchanged We can construct RT	N f  by changing in the
refusal traces all a to b and all a

to b

 removing b from those refusal sets that do not
also contain a and adding a to  some refusal sets Relabelling does not aect the stability
of a net 
It should be mentioned that already w

as all variants considered in JV are precongru

ences wrt hiding relabelling and restriction
 Further Properties of the  

Preorder
In this section we will show some properties of 

one might intuitively expect from a faster

than relation The following constructions are taken from Vogb JV they transform a
net in a slower one
Denition  elongation  persistence  ipsequentialisation
N
 
is an elongation of N  if it is obtained from N by choosing a transition t adding a
new unmarked place s and a new 
labelled transition t
 
with

t
 
 fsg and t
 
 t

and
nally redening t

by t

 fsg
Call a transition t of N persistent if no reachable marking M with M ti enables a
transition t
 
with

t 

t
 

 
N
 
is a sequentialisation of N  if it is obtained from N by choosing two transitions

t
and
 
t and adding a new marked place s to the pre
 and postsets of

t and
 
t N
 
is an
ipsequentialisation if
 
t is internal and persistent 
One would expect intuitively that N and N exhibit the same behaviour except that N
might take a bit more time for the additional initialisation ie one would expect that N is
faster than N and similarly also than any elongation or sequentialisation It was already
argued in Vogb why the parallel execution of two visible actions may sometimes take
more time namely if the two actions block the two copies of a resource which is needed for
some other time
critical activity in this case the resource is not available for the duration
of the two actions  an eect that cannot occur if the actions are durationless
Theorem 
For a net N let N
 
be an elongation and N
  
be an ip
sequentialisation of N  Then
N 


N
 
 N 


N
  
and N 


N 
Proof The identity relation is a RT


simulation from N to N  Let t
 
be the additional

transition of N  Then the rst move ID

N
i
r

ID of N with   t or   X is matched
by ID

N
t
 
i
r

ID

N
i
r

ID in N 
The identity relation is a RT


simulation from N to N
 
 if t and t
 
are the transitions
involved in constructing N
 
 then t in N is matched by tt
 
in N
 
 instantaneous ring of
a transition t
  
with t 
 t
  

 t
 
in N is matched by the same item in N
 
 If in N a move
X occurs we simulate this by the same move in N
 
 if t   and by the move Xt
 
 if
t   In all cases the markings reached and the sets of urgent transitions coincide in

both nets since the transitions enabled by t are not urgent after X in N and ring t
 
does not change the set of urgent transitions since it does not share a precondition with
any other transition
Let N
  
be obtained from N by adding s to the pre
 and postsets of

t and
 
t S 
f		MU 	M  fsg U
 
 j 	MU  is reachable in N  	M  fsg U
 
 is reachable in N
  
and
U
 
 Ug is a RT


simulation from N to N
  
 Obviously 	ID

N
 ID

N
  
  S Let N be in
a state 	MU and N
  
in a state 	M  fsg U
 
 with U
 
 U 
Instantaneous ring of a transition t in N  yielding 	M
 
 U
 
  is matched by the same
item in N
  
 yielding 	M
 
 fsg U
 
 
 The r
rability in N
  
follows from M tiM
 
in N
i 	M  fsgti	M
 
 fsg in N
  
and U
 
 U implies t
 
 U
 
 
 t
 
 U
 
n 	

t

 t
 

U n 	

t

 t
 
 U
 
 ie U
 
 
 U
 
again If say t 

t then additionally
 
t is 	possibly
removed from U
 
 hence in any case U
 
 
 U
 

A move X in N with

t   or
 
t    yielding 	M
 
 U
 
  is matched by the same item
in N
  
 yielding 	M
 
 fsg U
 
 
 The r
rability in N
  
follows from M iM
 
in N i
	Mfsgi	M
 
fsg in N
  
and U
 
 U implies t
 
 U
 
n	



 t
 
 U n	



 l	t
 
 

X  fg Furthermore if t
 
 U
 
 
 		M  fsg 

t
 
i then 	M 

t
 
i  t
 
 U
 

and if say

t   then
 
t  U
 
 
 hence in any case U
 
 
 U
 
again
If we have a move X with f

t
 
tg   in N  we can simulate this in N
  
with the move

 
X
 
t with 
 
   f
 
tg The step 
 
  is activated under M  fsg as  is activated
under M  If M iM
 
in N
 
 then 	M  fsg
 
 
ti	M
 
 fsg in N
  
 As
 
t is internal we
have l	X  l	
 
X
 
t t
 
 U
 
n 	


 


in N
  
implies t
 
 U n 	



in N  as
 
t is persistent
	in N 
 
deactivates the same transitions as  and
 
t  U
 
 U  since
 
t is internal So
we have t
 
 T  t
 
 U
 
n 	


 


 l	t
 
  X  fg and 
 
X is r
rable in N
  
 If
	M fsg


 
t
 
i in N
  
then 	M 

t
 
i in N as
 
t is persistent 	in N and deactivated
by 
 
X in N
  
 ie not urgent after 
 
X The instantaneous ring of
 
t after 
 
X does not
change the set of urgent transitions in N
  
 so we have U
 
 
 U
 
again 
Corollary 
For a net N let N
 
be an elongation and N
  
be an ip
sequentialisation of N  Then
N 

N
 
 N 

N
  
and if N not stable then N 

N 
Proof Follows from Denition  and Theorem  since elongation and ip
sequentialisa

tion do not aect stability of a net 
 Variants 	 Transitions without Activation Time or
without Duration
For our tests with eciency for asynchronous systems we have dened a ring rule in
Denition  where each enabled transition has to start within time  	unless it is disabled
within this time and has to end within another unit of time Occurrence of a transition has
two phases the activation phase lasts from the enabling moment to the start of ring the
ring phase from there to the end of ring According to Denition  both phases last at
most time  Two variants also seem plausible we could assume that the activation phase
is instantaneous and that time is only spent when the transition res this is the a
variant

Or we could assume  as it is often done  that the transition has no duration ie the ring
phase is instantaneous while the activation phase may take up to one unit of time this is
the i
variant
In JV a similar approach to the present one is taken There a basic variant is inves

tigated which allows up to one time unit for activation time and ring time together this
will be the d
variant in the following note that the above mentioned a
 and i
variants are
also special cases of the d
variant In JV for all three variants testing
preorders 	w for
the d
variant w
i
and w
a
 are dened and characterized by sets of appropriate refusal traces
	DRT IRT and ART One main disadvantage of the d
variant is its technically involved
denition of the DRT
semantics the present 
variant is much easier to handle and the
i
variant has the easiest characterization The following denitions are taken from JV
Denition 	 DRTsemantics
For instantaneous descriptions 	MU and 	M
 
 U
 
 we write 	MUi
r
d
	M
 
 U
 
 if one of
the following cases applies
   t  T M tiM
 
 U
 
 U n 	

t

   X    T M iM
 
 X  
 

     U   t    l	t   t  
t  U n 	



 l	t  X  fg
U
 
 ft j 	M 

tig
The corresponding sequences are called discrete refusal  ring sequences their set is de

noted by DRFS	N DRT	N  fl	w jw  DRFS	Ng is the set of discrete refusal
traces The initial ID ist ID
N
 	M
N
 U
N
 with U
N
 ft jM tig 
Denition 	 ARTsemantics
For markings M  M
 
we write M i
r
a
M
 
if one of the following cases applies
   t  T M tiM
 

   X   T X  
 
 M iM
 
 t  T  	M 

ti  l	t  X  fg
If M wi
r
a
M
 
 we write M l	wii
r
a
M
 
 The sets ARFS	N and ART	N are dened suit

ably 
Denition 	 IRTsemantics
For IDs 	MU and 	M
 
 U
 
 we write 	MUi
r
i
	M
 
 U
 
 if one of the following cases
applies
   t  T M tiM
 
 U
 
 U n 	

t

   X X  
 
 M  M
 
 U
 
 ft jM tig t  U  l	t  X  fg
The initial ID ist ID
N
 	M
N
 U
N
 with U
N
 ft jM tig If IDwi
r
i
ID
 
 we write
IDl	wii
r
i
ID
 
The sets IRFS	N and IRT	N are dened suitably 

It turned out that the d
 a
 and i
variant are incomparable in general Before we compare
w

with the other three testing preorders w w
i
and w
a
 let us shortly compare it to the
classical behaviour notions of traces and step traces It is obvious that the 
refusal traces
that only use part  of Denition  correspond exactly to the ordinary traces Hence
Proposition 	
Let N
 
and N

be nets with N
 
w

N

 Then every trace of N
 
is a trace of N

 
a
b
b
a
c
d

b
a
d
c
a
b
b
a
c
d

b
a
d
c
N

cd
e e e e e
N
 
Figure  equivalent nets with dierent step traces
Somewhat surprisingly the preorder 

	and thereby w

 is not sensitive to step traces The
nets in Figure  are RT


equivalent and both not stable but only N
 
can perform the step
trace

a
b

c
d

e The following considerations show the RT


equivalence of the nets note that
in both nets after maximal two time steps e has been red or deactivated by the 
transition
Since the right parts of N
 
and N

are identical and in con#ict with the left parts we only
have to make sure that the refusal traces generated by execution of the left parts coincide
or can also be generated by the right parts Any refusal trace of the left parts that does
not 	after possibly some time steps start with a step a

b

X can also be generated by the
right part if in the left part a and b occur instantaneously in any order thereby activating
concurrent c and d this can be done by the right part too yielding equivalent states in N
 

If the left part of N

continues with the step c

d

X then e can be refused at the next time
step but this is possible anyway since the 
transition may occur ie we reach equivalent
states in N

 too Analogous considerations apply if the left part starts ab

X or ba

X
If the left part starts a

X or b

X then b resp a is urgent after the time step in the left
part but not in the simulating right part such that the right part may possibly refuse more
actions than the left part now this however has no eect on the capability to simulate the
left part

Now assume a refusal trace of the left parts to start a

b

X Afterwards in both nets c and
d are activated concurrently Any sequentialisation of them is possible in both nets and can
be followed by an e but if e does not occur before or during the next time step 	especially in
the case c

d

X then it will be disabled by the 
transition We conclude that the refusal
traces of the nets coincide
For the reverse implication consider the step equivalent nets in Figure  they are even
process
equivalent compare eg Vog p But afbg  RT	N

 n RT	N
 
 such that
N


w

N
 
 yielding N




N
 
 too
b
b
a
a
N

b
b
a
N
 
Figure  inequivalent nets with the same step traces
As pointed out in JV the nets in Figure  are IRT
 and ART
equivalent but not DRT

equivalent which might be regarded as counterintuitive In both nets a and b are activated
concurrently and the additional b in N

should not make N

slower than N
 
 But they are
RT


 	and thereby RT
 equivalent
aa
b
t

s

b
N
 
t

s

b
s
 
s
 
t
 
t
 
t

s

N

Figure  RT


 not DRT
equivalent nets
By JV the nets in Figure  are DRT
 and IRT
equivalent but they are not RT
 	and
thereby not RT


 equivalent We have l
 
	t
 
t


t


  a

  RT	N
 
 n RT	N




a a
N


s

s

s
 
s
	
s
 
s

s
	
t
 
t

t
	
t

t
 
t

t
	
b b
N
 
Figure  DRT
 IRT
 not RT
equivalent nets
By JV the nets in Figure  are ART
equivalent but they are not RT
 	and thereby not
RT


 equivalent We have l
 
	t
 
t
	
fag  fag  RT	N
 
 n RT	N



s 
s
 
N

s
	
s

t

s

s

a
t
 
t
	
t


t
 

a
a
N
 
Figure  ART
 not RT
equivalent nets
t

s
 
s

t
 
t

N
 
a
s
 	
s
  
s
 
s
 
t
 
t
 
t
 	
t
  
s
 
s

t

s

t

t
 
s
	
t
	
s

s
N







a
a
a
Figure  RT


 not DRT
 not ART
 not IRT
equivalent nets
The nets in Figure  are RT


 	and thereby RT
 equivalent and both not stable but they
are neither DRT
 nor ART
 nor IRT
equivalent The following considerations show the
RT


equivalence of the nets In both nets a is the only visible action and after occurrence
of one a all actions may be refused at all following time steps The essential question is
how long a can be refused Obviously l
 
	t

 
    RT

	N
 
 now a can not
be refused any longer We show that this trace is also in RT

	N

 and that a can not be
refused in N

after the third time step Initially a
labelled t
 
is activated in N

and becomes
urgent after the rst  now it can only be deactivated by instantaneous ring of urgent t
  
and ring of t
 	
 which also disables the now urgent t
 
 If a
labelled t
 
is not deactivated
this way it will never be disabled since urgent t
 
must re before or during the next time
step and in this case a could not ever be refused again Instantaneous ring of t
  
before
the second time step has enabled internal t
 
 internal t

and a
labelled t

 and we are
essentially in the same situation as before the rst time step ie another  may occur t
 
has to re instantaneously and t

must re in order to deactivate urgent a
labelled t

and
urgent internal t

 Now instantaneous ring of t
 
before the third time step has enalbled

a
labelled t

 which can not be disabled any more and becomes urgent after a third  such
that a can not be refused any longer after   RT

	N


On the other hand we have l

	t
  
t
 	
t
 
t
	
    	DRT	N

  IRT	N

 n 	DRT	N
 
 
IRT	N
 
 and actually N
 
w N

and N
 
w
i
N

 Somewhat surprisingly we have l
 
	t

 
 
ART	N
 
 n ART	N

 and actually N

w
a
N
 

The above examples have shown that in general 

and w

are incomparable with w w
i
and w
a
which in turn are in general incomparable as shown in JV But at least for a
special class of nets we can show two implications
Lemma 	
Let N be a net without internal transitions Then
a
  
   a
 n
 

 
X
 
   a
L 
   a
Ln
L

L
X
L
 ART	N
i
a
  
    a
 n
 

 
X
 
    a
L 
    a
Ln
L

L
X
L
  RT	N
where a
ij
 
 
 
i
a step and X
i
 
 

Proof First observe that we can always r
re  in particular since there are no internal
transitions and hence l	t    fg holds for all t Furthermore r
ring  does not
change the marking and makes all enabled transitions urgent
We will show the claim inductively observe that the sequences start from M
N
and
	M
N
 U
N
 where U
N
 ft jM
N
tig So assume that M and 	MU with U  ft jM tig
are given
We have M ti
r
a
M
 
i 	MUti
r

	M
 
 U
 
 where by the above remark U
 
 ft
 
jM
 
t
 
ig
FurthermoreM Xi
r
a
M
 
i M iM
 
and 	M

ti  l	t  X i M iM
 
and t  U n
	



 l	t  X i 	MUXi
r

	M
 
 U
  
 i by the above remark 	MUXi
r

	M
 

U
 
 where U
 
 ft
 
jM
 
t
 
ig 
Theorem 	
Let N
 
and N

be nets without internal transitions Then N
 
w

N

implies N
 
w
a
N

and N
 
w
i
N


Proof For the rst part take some w  ART	N
 
 Applying the only
if
part of Lemma
 to w gives some v  RT	N
 
  RT	N

 and applying the if
part to v  RT	N


shows w  ART	N


For the second part take some w  IRT	N
 
  RT	N
 
  RT	N

 Since there are no
internal transitions an underlying v  RFS	N

 cannot contain any 	transition
 steps
ie v  IRFS	N

 and w  IRT	N

 too 

 Conclusion
We have developed a testing scenario for the worst
case eciency of asynchronous systems
using dense time following the approach of Vogb JV where in JV a basic ring

rule and two of its variants are investigated the two variants turn out to be also variants of
the present approach
We have shown that in fact we can equivalently work with discrete time The resulting
testing preorder can be characterized with some kind of refusal traces and the important
point is that their denition is signicantly less involved than that of the basic variant in
JV
We have rened the testing preorder which is naturally a preorder for parallel composition
to a precongruence for several operators for the modular construction of systems known
from process algebras This allows on the one hand easier and more ecient compositional
reasoning about faster
than
properties of systems on the other hand it is a rst step to

wards a connection of Petri
net
methods and process
algebra
methods in the area of timed
 especially asynchronous  systems
The testing preorder and its renement are shown to satisfy some properties which make
them attractive as faster
than relations In general the present approach is incomparable
with the three variants developed in JV
For the comparison with other literature I may refer to the explanations made in JV
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